Icon Stage is the latest fixture in the Icon range. Featuring a high output LED engine, Icon Stage outputs a blinding 14,000 lumens at a colour temperature of 7,500k.

Full of features you would expect including 8-56° zoom optics, full CMY Colour mixing alongside a fixed colour wheel and variable CTO. 8 fixed gobos and 7 rotating give the fixture class leading functionality, coupled with full framing shutters, iris and prism functions and dual drop in frosts the Icon Stage is truly in a class of its own.

Icon Stage is whisper quiet during operation. Direct Art-Net input and DMX512 is available for control of the fixture.

**Features:**
- **Source:** 420W White LED
- **Brightness:** 14,000 Lumen
- **Colour Temp:** 7,500K
- **CRI:** >90 @ 10,000 Lumen, 75 @ 14,000 Lumen
- **Optics/Zoom:** 8°-56°
- **Frost:** 2x drop in frost
- **CMY:** Variable CMY
- **CTO:** Variable CTO
- **Colour Wheel:** 7+open (interchangeable)
- **Rotating Gobo*:** 7+open (interchangeable)
- **Fixed Gobo:** 8+open (interchangeable)
- **Iris:** Yes
- **Framing:** 4 frames
- **Framing Rotation:** +/- 45°, 90° total
- **Prism (Indexing):** 5 Facet
- **Animation Wheel*:** Continuous Rotation
- **Strobe/Shutter:** Electronic, 13 Flash/sec
- **Dimmer:** 5 dimming curves, 16Bit
- **Pan/Tilt:** 540/270°
- **DMX Control Mode:** 2 modes
- **RDM:** Yes
- **Art-NET:** Yes
- **Cooling System Monitoring:** Yes
- **Wattage:** 536W
- **Power:** AC100-240V, 50/60Hz, powerCON TRUE1 & pass through
- **Operating Temperature:** -10° to 45° C
- **Certification:** CE & cETL
- **Weight:** 29kg
- **Dimensions LxWxH (mm):** 453x393x720

**Glass Gobos:**
- **Material:** Borofloat, 1.1mm thickness
- **Outer Diameter:** 25.34mm
- **Image Diameter:** 20mm
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